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Abstract: The Internet of Things (IoT) emerged to describe a network of connected things on a
large scale to offer services to a large number of applications in different environments and domains.
Middleware is software that seeks to facilitate the management and communication of all these
things, providing the necessary functionalities to manage things, to discover, to compose services,
and perform communication. For this reason, several proposals for middleware solutions for IoT
have been developed. In this article, we conducted a systematic review of the literature to bring
together middleware solutions for IoT, identifying the requirements and communication protocols
used. In addition, we present some gaps and directions for future research in the development of
IoT middleware.
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1

Introduction

The term Internet of Things (IoT) is credited to Kevin Ashton because in 1999 he
began a presentation entitled “That ‘Internet of Things’ Thing” [Kramp et al., 2013].
However, this reality was also predicted by Mark Weiser, when he proposed the idea
of an adaptive, intelligent world with the background completely omnipresent [Weiser,
1991]. The acronym ”IoT” refers to the Internet of Things. The term ”Internet” comes
from the global network infrastructure with scalable, configurable resources based on
communication protocols. The ”Things” are physical objects or devices, virtual objects
(devices or information) which have an identity and attributes [Bandyopadhyay et al.,
2011]. Therefore, IoT refers to objects and systems that may constitute communication
and share information through the internet.
Sensors and actuators are fundamental components in the Internet of Things. Sensors
are able to measure and respond to physical stimulus, similar to some structures found in
the human body, such as the retina or the voice patterns. Also, are able to detect changes
in their location, position, orientation, elevation, speed, or distance of movement. On
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the other hand, actuators are the response mechanisms that make actions and effects
in the context that are inserted [Hassan, 2018]. Actuators are able to make changes in
the chemical composition of an entity and respond to altered levels of heat, light, or
sound detected by the sensors [Bunz and Meikle, 2017]. Therefore, the function of these
sensors and actuators is to detect, record, act on changes and share information.
The goal of IoT is to achieve synergy between different Things through the Internet.
This signifies that they must interoperate and communicate automatically to provide
innovative services [Hassan et al., 2018]. Thus, standardization is necessary to ensure
that IoT platforms allow different systems to successfully interoperate. Although, several
application protocols have become available, amongst which are: CoAP, MQTT, AMQP,
and HTTP/REST [Sztajnberg et al., 2018], each with its own characteristics and objectives. Moreover, several options are available on the physical layer for wireless network
communication, such as Wi-Fi, LoRa, ZigBee, BLE. Any solution for IoT should be
able to communicate with different protocols or be scalable to include other forms of
communication. Thus, in order to communicate, for different devices that use different
protocols and networks, an intermediate layer called middleware is needed. Middleware
is an interface between the hardware layer and the application layer, responsible for
interacting with devices and for managing information [Chaqfeh and Mohamed, 2012].
The role of middleware is to present a unified programming model for interacting with
devices. Moreover, middleware for IoT is responsible for masking the problems of
heterogeneity and distribution that exist between the IoT devices.
Based on the above, the following paper brings some contributions. First, we define a
systematic literature review protocol for conducting this research and for future researches.
In this way, we avoid any erroneous assumptions or biases, in addition, the protocol
can be replicated and used as a basis for review IoT middleware. Second, we perform
the systematic review, according to the protocol, that aims to address IoT middleware
used in applications, their architectures, covered requirements, and communication
protocols. Furthermore, we analyze the application layer protocols that each middleware
is using. Finally, we present the main research gaps to conduct future work on developing
middlewares for IoT.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: section two presents the related
works; section three defines the SLR protocol; section four discusses the threats to work
validation; section five presents the conduct of the review; in section six, the results are
presented and discussed. Lastly, section seven presents the conclusions of this systematic
literature review.

2

Related Work

The IoT has become an area of research with the possibility of developing in other areas to
solve different problems. Thus, considerable research has been conducted on middleware
to assist in the construction of applications in the IoT. The types of middleware may
be different, but the vast majority have mechanisms to manage devices or collect data.
However, technological advances in products bring new opportunities and challenges.
Therefore, it is essential to have works that periodically collect the newest middleware
and the recent advancements. In this section, we relate other works with each purpose
similar to our, exploring the literature about middleware applied to IoT.
The works Rathod and Chowdhary, 2018, Razzaque et al., 2016, Ngu et al., 2017,
Farahzadi et al., 2018, Vikash et al., 2020, and Raza et al., 2021 bring together a substantial amount of middleware and explain its characteristics. The papers address the
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requirements of middleware for IoT, of which interoperability requirement is the most
cited. Razzaque et al., 2016 provide a more comprehensive overview as well as a highlevel view of the challenges of middleware in the IoT. Raza et al., 2021 presents a work
similar to that of Razzaque et al., 2016. Both articles focus on non-functional requirements. We note that although Raza article was published later, the author did not analyze
nor included Razzaque work. Vikash et al., 2020 define the relationship between WSN
and IoT, explaining the challenges of WSN middleware in IoT. However, Ngu et al.,
2017 addressed an example of application in collecting data from an environment that has
an easy connection. In addition, Farahzadi et al., 2018 addressed the use of middleware
in the cloud of things. Table 1 compares a list of surveys, showing the key aspects that
characterize each work.

Reference

Systematic
Communication
Year Citation Middleware Architecture Protocols
Requirements Review

Razzaque et al., 2016

2016

430

3

3

7

3

7

Ngu et al., 2017

2017

152

3

3

7

7

7

Farahzadi et al., 2018

2018

52

3

3

7

3

7

Rathod and Chowdhary, 2018 2018

1

3

3

7

3

7

Vikash et al., 2020

2020

1

3

3

7

3

7

Raza et al., 2021

2021

0

3

7

7

3

7

our work

2021

-

3

3

3

3

3

Table 1: Comparison among related works
Finally, the related works do not explain, in-depth, the application-layer protocols
used by IoT middleware. Also, the related works do not define a systematic review protocol for researching those middleware. Our work is bringing a protocol to be replicated
in new research to update the state-of-the-art on middleware for the internet of things.
Therefore, we intend to show the current research scenario in this area, reducing bias by
formalizing a systematic review.
This paper is intended as complementary to the surveys already available in the
literature. Thus, we bring the latest middleware that is related and seeks to solve a
problem in the field of IoT. Thus, we identify the requirements that these works assign in
their definition of architecture. We analyze architecture based on definitions, validation,
and problem-solving. Also, we identified the protocols that were used in the middleware
validation process.

3

Systematic Literature Review Protocol

An informal review of the literature on middleware for IoT is subject to investigation bias,
such as in the formulation of research questions, collection, evaluation, interpretation, and
presentation of data, which may be influenced by the personal interests of the researchers
involved, thereby ultimately leading to poor, untrustworthy results [Biolchini et al., 2005].
Informal reviews of the literature, which are conducted without an a priori planning, are
characterized as being incomplete, not repeatable, unreliable, and for which the quality is
dependent on the experience of the researchers [Snyder, 2019]. In contrast, a systematic
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literature review (SLR) is conducted through a process composed of a well-defined
sequence of phases, and presents a fair assessment on a research topic, using a rigorous,
reliable, and auditable review form [Biolchini et al., 2005].
The main objective of the systematic review protocol is to reduce errors that may occur
while conducting a systematic literature review [Gough, 2017]. The protocol defined in
this research follows the process defined by Biolchini et al., 2007 and uses some of the
guidelines defined by Kitchenham, 2004. Our main reference focuses on a systematic
literature review for Software Engineering because this systematic review focuses not
only on IoT but also on the Software Engineering used to build the IoT applications for
which the middleware was built. Thus, the protocol encompasses objectives, research
questions, search strategies, study selection criteria, study selection process, and data
extraction procedures, as presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Planning stages of the systematic literature review protocol

3.1

Objectives and Scope

The main objective of this systematic review is to identify middleware and middleware
architectures designed to assist the development of applications for the Internet of Things.
It is also important to identify the communication requirements and protocols used by
these middleware. Therefore, the following secondary objectives have been defined:
– Objective 1: to identify the middleware used in applications for the Internet of
Things.
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– Objective 2: to understand the architecture of these middleware
– Objective 3: to identify the middleware requirements used.
– Objective 4: to identify the communication protocols used by the middleware.
– Objective 5: to compare the identified middleware in relation to architecture, requirements and communication protocols.
At the end of the research, and the expected result is to obtain a state-of-the-art
definition for the Internet of Things in relation to existing middleware. In accordance
with the objectives of the SLR, the following items were selected as specifics for the
scope of the review:
Scope Specificities: these scope specificities, presented below, aims at defining the
research questions semantics, in other words defining these questions range. Intervention
describes what is going to be observed in the context of the systematic review; Control is
the initial data set that we possessed before we initiate the systematic review protocol and
we use it to evaluate the search string, by verifying if the search performed found, at least,
the papers we already knew; Population refers to the group that will be observed by the
intervention; Outcomes aim to list the results of this systematic review; and, Application
defines the roles, professional types, or application areas that will benefit from outcomes.
– Intervention: work that describes middleware in the context of device (Thing) interconnection.
– Control:
• Georgi, N; Corvol, A.; Le Bouquin Jeannès, R. Middleware Architecture for
Health Sensors Interoperability. IEEE Access, volume 6, 2018.
• Jeon, S., Jung, I. MinT: Middleware for Cooperative Interaction of Things.
Sensors, volume 17, issue 6, 2017.
• Lalanda, P.; Morand, D.; Chollet, S.Autonomic Mediation Middleware for Smart
Manufacturing. IEEE Internet Computing, volume 21, 2017.
– Population: research works or practical applications in the field of IoT.
– Outcomes: to provide information, such as architecture, requirements, and communication protocols about designed and implemented IoT middleware.
– Application: to developer and apply knowledge about IoT middleware by industry,
researchers, teachers, software engineers, and freelance professionals interested.
3.2

Research Questions

In order to satisfy the objectives of the systematic literature review, some research
questions were formulated. Hence, a primary question and some secondary questions
were defined:
– Primary question (PQ): which middleware were built for or used in IoT applications?
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– Secondary question (SQ1): which architecture were used to build these middleware?
– Secondary question (SQ2): which requirements were met by these middleware?
– Secondary question (SQ3): which communication protocols do these middleware
support?
3.3

Search Strategy

In order to perform an exhaustive search for primary studies, the search strategy consisted
of an online search in the five major digital libraries that present a strong emphasis on
computer science. In addition, it was necessary to define the keywords and their synonyms
to construct the search string to be applied in each selected platform. Lastly, we defined
the parameters and specificities for executing the search in each repository.
– Digital Libraries: IEEE Xplore Digital Library, ACM Digital Library, ScienceDirect, SCOPUS and Web of Science
Before building a standard search string, we defined the keywords related to the
research questions. In order to broaden the search scope, we defined synonyms for each
keyword as presented in Table 2.
Keyword
Synonyms
Internet of Things IoT, Future Internet, Web of Things, WoT and Industry
4.0
Middleware
Middle Software
Table 2: Keywords and synonyms related to the research questions
With the keywords defined, the standard search string was created using the logical
operators. Synonyms, abbreviations, and plurals of keywords were also included:
– Standard Search String: “(“internet of thing” OR “internet of things” OR “iot” OR
“web of thing” OR “web of things” OR “wot” OR “future internet” OR “industry
4.0”) AND (“middleware” OR “middle software”)”
The search string was validated and refined through a pilot search conducted at the
IEEE Xplore Digital Library and was adapted for the selected platforms. The selected
digital libraries have different characteristics including syntax. For this, the defined
standard string was adapted as presented in Table 3.
Due to certain characteristics, the difficulties and observations for each platform
have been documented and presented below.
– IEEE Xplore Digital Library: the search was conducted using the advanced search
page and command search option. We restricted the search to titles and abstracts of
publications, by selecting the option “ Metadata Only” in the advanced search.
– ACM Digital Library: we restricted the search to publication titles and abstracts,
by adding the words “recordAbstract:” and “cmdlTitle:” before the search terms.
Also, observe that the string was entered in the special “show query syntax” field of
the platform advanced search page.
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Library
IEEE

Search String
(“internet of thing” OR “internet of things” OR “iot” OR “web of
thing” OR “web of things” OR “wot” OR “future internet” OR
“industry 4.0”) AND (“middleware” OR “middle software”)
ACM
(recordAbstract:(“internet of thing” “internet of things” “iot”
“web of thing” “web of things” “wot” “future internet” “industry
4.0”) AND recordAbstract:(middleware “middle software”)) OR
(acmdlTitle:(“internet of thing” “internet of things” “iot” “web
of thing” “web of things” “wot” “future internet” “industry 4.0”)
AND acmdlTitle:(middleware “middle software”))
Science Direct
(“internet of thing” OR “internet of things” OR “iot” OR “web of
thing” OR “web of things” OR “wot” OR “future internet” OR
“industry 4.0”) AND (“middleware” OR “middle software”)
SCOPUS
TITLE-ABS-KEY((“internet of thing” OR “internet of things”
OR “iot” OR “web of thing” OR “web of things” OR “wot” OR
“future internet” OR “industry 4.0”) AND (“middleware” OR
“middle software”)) AND (LIMIT-TO(SUBJAREA,”COMP”))
Web Of Science (TS=((“internet of thing” OR “internet of things” OR “iot” OR
“web of thing” OR “web of things” OR “wot” OR “future internet”
OR “industry 4.0”) AND (“middleware” OR “middle software”)))
OR (TI=((“internet of thing” OR “internet of things” OR “iot”
OR “web of thing” OR “web of things” OR “wot” OR “future
internet” OR “industry 4.0”) AND (“middleware” OR “middle
software”))) AND SU=(“Computer Science”)
Table 3: Standard search string adapted for each digital library
– ScienceDirect: we restricted the search by titles, abstracts, and keywords adding the
string in the “Title, abstract or author-specified keywords” on the advanced search
page.
– SCOPUS: we restricted the search by titles, abstracts and keywords adding the
term “TITLE-ABS-KEY” at the beginning of the search string. Also, we adding a
term specifying the search area for Computer Science (LIMIT-TO (SUBJAREA,
“COMP”)).
– Web Of Science: we restricted the search using the “TS” tag for topics and “IT”
tag for titles. Also, we adding the “SU” tag to restrict the search by the Computer
Science area.
3.4

Study Selection Criteria

The located papers were assessed by selection criteria defined in two categories: inclusion
and exclusion. The inclusion criteria aimed to define which papers were directly related
to the research questions. The exclusion criteria aimed to exclude papers unrelated to the
research. For the inclusion of a paper in each phase of analysis, it is enough that it meets
at least one inclusion criteria. Consequently, papers that meet at least one exclusion
criteria were discarded.
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Inclusion Criteria

The primary studies included needed to meet at least one of the following four inclusion
criteria:
– Inclusion Criteria (IC1): papers that present and apply middleware for the internet
of things.
– Inclusion Criteria (IC2): papers that present proposals for middleware requirements
for the internet of things.
– Inclusion Criteria (IC3): papers that present communication protocols for middleware
applied for the internet of things.
– Inclusion Criteria (IC4): papers that present a systematic review on middleware for
the internet of things.
3.4.2

Exclusion Criteria

Studies were excluded based on the following exclusion criteria: EC1, EC2, EC3, and EC4
are opposed to the inclusion criteria, in other words, are the criteria that exclude articles
that are not about middleware, architecture, requirements, communication protocols, or
related works; we defined EC5 and EC7 because searching for short papers is resourceintensive; and, the information in short papers may not be as dependable as full papers,
especially because they usually address preliminary results; EC8 is because this work
is interesting and intends to gather the latest middleware and finding gaps that are still
open in middleware for the internet of things; and, EC10 is because we are looking for
the most important works about middleware for IoT. The other criteria are introduced to
refine the search for complete papers.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC1): papers that present middleware, but are not applicable in
the context of the internet of things.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC2): papers that present requirements, but are not applicable
for middleware in the context of the internet of things.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC3): papers that present communication protocols, but are not
for middleware in the context of the internet of things.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC4): papers that present a systematic review, but do not cover
middleware for the internet of things.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC5): incomplete, unavailable, or duplicated studies.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC6): papers written in languages other than English.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC7): papers with less than five pages.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC8): papers published before 2016.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC9): old versions of the papers.
– Exclusion Criteria (EC10): impact factor less than 0.9.
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Quality Criteria

Selected primary studies were assessed based on the quality criteria described below.
We defined quality criteria to measure the quality of the works found on middleware
for the internet of things, in case anyone interested wants to go deeper into a given
article. We observe that there is a trade-off between objectivity and subjectivity in quality
assessment, but a balance was sought. The result of the assessment is presented in results
and discussions (Section 6).
– Quality Criteria (QC1): work with an impact factor between 0.9 and 1.9 (1 point),
between 2.0 and 2.9 (2 points), between 3.0 and 5.0 (3 points), and greater than 5.0
(5 points).
– Quality Criteria (QC2): middleware applied in building applications to solve real
problems (5 points).
– Quality Criteria (QC3): middleware applied in building applications to assist precision agriculture or zootechnics (5 points).
– Quality Criteria (QC4): work that provides the code developed (3 point).
3.5

Study Selection Procedures

The study selection process was divided into four phases: In the first phase, searches
were performed using the standard string adapted for each digital library defined in the
search strategy, the returned papers were cataloged and duplicate papers were removed;
in the second phase, the abstracts of the papers cataloged in the previous phase were read
carefully and measured based on the selection criteria specified in the study selection
strategy; in the third phase, the selected texts with more than four pages were read in full
and re-assessed according to the inclusion and exclusion criteria; and lastly, the papers
were considered either valid or irrelevant to the research objectives. The phases of study
selection are described in chronological order.
– Phase 1 - Paper Collection: conducting searches in the digital libraries with the
defined string, cataloging and removing duplicate papers.
– Phase 2 - Initial Selection: reading titles and abstracts of papers with an assessment
based on the selection criteria.
– Phase 3 - Final Selection: reading full papers with more than four pages approved in
the previous phase and reapplying the selection criteria.
– Phase 4 - Selection Validation: validation or invalidation based on the research
objectives.
It is important to note that in the process we carried out, there one master’s degree
student evaluating the works. During the process, two researchers assessed the articles
whose abstracts generated doubts. In the last stage, the assessments were reviewed by
the researchers.
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Fields
Paper Title
Year
Publication Title
Impact Factor
Pages Number
Paper Language
Middleware
Architecture
Requirements
Communication
cols
Advantages
Limitations
Validation
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Description
Title of the paper studied
Publication year the paper
Name of the conference, journal, or book in which the
paper was published
Identification of the impact factor of the source
Number of pages in the paper
Language in which the paper was written
Description of the presented middleware
Description of the architecture used
Description of the functional and non-functional middleware requirements
Proto- Description of the applied communication protocols
Description of the advantages of the middleware
Description of the middleware limitations
Description of the middleware validation process

Table 4: Attributes of the data extraction form and their descriptions
3.6

Data Extraction and Presentation of Results

For the data extraction procedure, a data extraction form was defined in order to assist
in the extraction and for including information on the works read in full and validated
according to the selection criteria. The form contained the necessary fields to answer the
research questions. A data extraction form was completed for each paper, including the
title, year of publication, source of publication, impact factor, middleware, architecture,
requirements found, application protocols used, advantages, limitations, and validation
process. Table 4 presents an outline of the form.
The extracted data are presented below by means of a synthesis of the papers located,
by presenting comparative tables and using graphs to summarize the outcomes as well
as to answer the research questions. The conduction of this SLR was presented and
illustrated using graphs and tables. Lastly, the keywords of the primary studies selected
were applied to VOSViewer1 [Eck and Waltman, 2010] software in order to build a
network between the keywords. Thus, it is possible to understand the choice of keywords
defined for this review.

4

Threats to Work Validation

Our goal is to research all the most recent middleware for the internet of things that achieve
our inclusion criteria. We are trying to execute the research as widely as possible without
losing focus, to reduce the gap between general middleware purpose and middleware
for the internet of things. However, some relevant issues can threaten the results of this
work, as listed below:
1

https://www.vosviewer.com/
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– Only papers indexed by the listed databases were collected. Therefore, if the paper
of a specific conference has not been indexed in those databases, that paper was not
included. To mitigate that threat we verified that the select database’s index the most
important journals and conferences related to computer science and IoT.
– Middleware that does not have published scientific work has not been included.
Although we recognize that there red are some middleware available on the market,
we understand that we could not have access to all the necessary information about
that middleware. Also, we follow a well-defined research protocol to cover all of the
most complete papers published to show the current research scenario on middleware
for the internet of things.
– Short papers were not included in the results. Searching for short papers is resourceintensive; and, the information in short papers may not be as dependable as full
papers, especially because they usually address preliminary results. Our goal is the
latest middleware that has been validated in IoT applications.
– Articles published before 2016 were not included in the results. However, the related
works already address the older middleware. We are interested in updating the current
state of the middleware for IoT and finding gaps that are still open in middleware
for the internet of things.

5

Conduction of Systematic Literature Review

This section presents the execution of the protocol defined in the previous section. Hence,
the following items are presented and detailed: the search results, the paper selection
process; and the results obtained with the SLR.
5.1

Paper Collection

Initially, searches were conducted in the selected databases with the strings adapted for
each one of them. Figure 2 presents the number of papers collected per library, resulting in
a total of 2516 papers. Duplicate papers were removed, thereby totaling 1450 individual
papers during the first phase for the period between 2016 and April/2021.
5.2

Initial Selection

During the initial selection, papers were selected by applying the inclusion and exclusion
criteria, from reading the titles and abstracts of the cataloged papers. A total of 1450
abstracts resulting from the search in the digital library were read. Figure 2 present the
numbers of papers included and excluded for each platform. In total, 579 papers were
selected.
5.3

Final Selection

In the last stage of the selection, the selected papers included in the previous phase were
read in completion and the inclusion and exclusion criteria were reapplied, so as to select
the most appropriate papers. Figure 2 presents the total of papers included and those
excluded by the digital library exclusion criteria.
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Figure 2: The inclusion and exclusion result in the SRL.
No paper indexed by the ACM and SCOPUS platforms were selected in this phase
of the SLR. However, different paper platforms may index the same newspapers and
conferences. For this reason, the same number of papers may be obtained by other
platforms that index the same academic dissemination vehicles.
The validation of the papers was the last phase of executing the SLR. In this phase,
the selected papers were validated, during the execution stages, by two senior researchers.
In Table 5, the selected studies may be qualified as follows: the ID of work, the
author, the points assigned by the quality criteria and the total points. It may be noted
that the selected papers were validated, and the list of papers remained unchanged.

6
6.1

Results and Discussions
PQ - which middleware were built for or used in IoT applications?

There was a total of 22 selected papers that presented middleware for the Internet of
Things. We identify the papers by the authors and assign identifiers (Table 5). In addition,
we evaluate the works with the quality criteria, as defined in Subsection 3.4.3. Two
middleware were applied in agriculture. Furthermore, only three works provide their
source code publicly. No work applied to agriculture is open source. Table 6 presents a
summary of the selected middleware. The description is organized as follows: the name
of the middleware, application of the middleware or area that the middleware proposes to
solve, the architecture of the middleware, the requirements, the communication protocols,
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ID Author
1 da Cruz et al., 2020
2 Trilles et al., 2020
3 Zhao et al., 2018
4 Antonić et al., 2016
5 Xie et al., 2021
6 Esposte et al., 2019
7 da Cruz et al., 2019
8 Georgi et al., 2018
9 Santos de Souza et al., 2019
10 Gomes et al., 2017
11 Alvisi et al., 2019
12 Alvaro et al., 2019
13 Lalanda et al., 2017
14 Bouloukakis et al., 2019
15 Benayache et al., 2019
16 Mohamed et al., 2017
17 Jeon and Jung, 2017
18 Lilis and Kayal, 2018
19 Dipsis and Stathis, 2020
20 Mesmoudi et al., 2018
21 Merlino et al., 2019
22 Shokrollahi and Shams, 2017

QC1 QC2 QC3 QC4 Total
5
5
0
3
13
3
5
5
0
13
3
5
5
0
13
5
5
0
0
10
5
5
0
0
10
5
0
0
3
8
5
0
0
3
8
3
5
0
0
8
3
5
0
0
8
3
5
0
0
8
3
5
0
0
8
3
5
0
0
8
2
5
0
0
7
5
0
0
0
5
5
0
0
0
5
3
0
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
3
3
0
0
0
3
2
0
0
0
2
2
0
0
0
2
1
0
0
0
1

Table 5: Ranking of works selected based on quality criteria
and the physical layer used. In our research aims to list the most current middleware.
There are middleware defined before 2016 that have already been presented, analyzed,
or commented on related works.
While some authors mentioned that they were using some technologies, it was not
possible to detect this use in their applications. The words indicated with the symbol
“*” are the technologies that were not used in the applications for the “protocols” and
“physical layer” columns.
Moreover, many of the works have not been applied in real environments. Another gap
is related to the fact of the “interoperability” requirement since many authors mentioned
that they developed middleware based on this requirement. However, it is clear that a
reasonable number of protocols have not been assigned to solve the problem of device
heterogeneity. Additionally, it may be observed that the physical layer has not been
specified nor validated in real applications.
The keywords for each paper were inserted in VOSViewer to generate the network
visualization graph (Figure 3). It is possible to identify a great correlation between IoT and
middleware. We believe this correlation is strong due to the need for an infrastructure that
facilitates the construction of more complex IoT applications. The proposed middlewares
represent this infrastructure and are used in the construction of IoT applications, mainly
for validation purposes. We note that these applications used for validation are responsible
for other weaker correlations such as IoT and smart farming, smart cities, and biomedical
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Figure 3: Network of keywords of selected works
monitoring. The selected works are discussed below.
In the work presented by Antonić et al., 2016, the authors presented the CUPUS
middleware. The middleware was developed to acquire data from mobile device sensors
in a flexible manner, with low energy consumption and real-time processing of Big Data
streams. This came about in the interest of detecting and collecting data from mobile
sensors to observe phenomena over a large geographical area. The architecture consists
of two components: the cloud broker and the mobile broker. The middleware uses TCP/IP
and Google Cloud Messaging (GCM) to send data to the cloud broker. The mobile broker
communicates with devices via Bluetooth. The middleware is used in an application to
check urban air quality.
The In.iot was presented by da Cruz et al., 2020 and is a middleware platform for
IoT that presents an approach for IoT devices to connect and share data. In.iot uses
microservices architecture and its first deployment was written in Java. The solution was
assessed and demonstrated in comparison with some open-source alternatives, which
considered the response times, the percentage of error requests, and packet size. Furthermore, the solution uses topic restrictions to increment security features for MQTT
brokers. Currently supports MQTT, CoAP, and HTTP as application-layer protocols.
In.iot was used in a smart energy meter application.
The MSOAH-IoT was presented by Mesmoudi et al., 2018. The middleware is based
on a service-oriented architecture to deal with the heterogeneity issues. The middleware
was developed using Java technology and uses the HTTP/REST protocol to communicate
with devices. The solution was validated in three scenarios simulated: in the first one, the
middleware was installed on a Raspberry Pi as a gateway to collect data from devices
connected via Wi-Fi; in the second case, the installed middleware handle data coming
from devices connected through Wi-Fi and Bluetooth; in the third one, was used a
personal computer working as a gateway.
The CoIoT was presented by Santos de Souza et al., 2019. This middleware to assists
in the monitoring of seed tests and was developed in partnership between UPEL, UFRS,
and EMBRAPA. The middleware provides support for ubiquitous applications and
mechanisms for managing IoT devices. It was developed by EXEHDA to add to the
treatment of actuator and sensor devices, in addition to using the infrastructure resources
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ID Middleware
1 In.iot
2 SEnviro
Connect
3 -

4 CUPUS
5 -

Application

Architec- Requirements Protocols
ture
Smart Energy Cloud
Interoperability, MQTT,
Scalability,
CoAP, HTTP
Reliability
Smart Farm- Edge
Interoperability, HTTP, MQTT
ing
Scalability,
Reliability
Device Man- Cloud
Interoperability, HTTP/REST,
agement
Reliability
MQTT,
COAP

Mobile Crowd Cloud
Sensing
Sewage Treat- Edge
ment Stations

6 InterSCity Smart City

Cloud

7 MiddleBrigde

Different Ap- Edge
plication Protocols

8 -

e-Health

Edge

9 CoIoT

Smart Lab

Edge

10 MContext Qual- Cloud
Hub/CDDL ity
11 SWaMM Smart Water- Cloud
ing
12 Thinger.io Data Integra- Cloud
tion
13 Cilia
14 DeXMS

Smart Manu- Cloud
facturing
Different Ap- Edge
plication Protocols

Flexibility

Physical
Layer
2G/3G

WiFi,
BLE*,
ZigBee*,
Z-Wave*,
M-Bus*,
CANBus*
HTTP/GCM BLE

Interoperability MQTT, HTTP Modbus,
RS485,
RS422,
RS232
Interoperability, HTTP/REST, Flexibility,
MQTT*
Scalability,
Reliability
Interoperability MQTT,
CoAP, DDS,
WebSocket,
HTTP/REST
Interoperability, WiFi, BlueReliability
tooth
Context Man- HTTP/REST WiFi
agement,
Interoperability
Context Man- MQTT
Bluetooth
agement
Interoperability HTTP/REST, WiFi,
MQTT
M-Bus,
LoRa
Interoperability, HTTP/REST, WiFi,
Connectivity MQTT*,
SigFox*,
CoAP*
LoRa*
Flexibility
HTTP/GCM ModBus
Interoperability MQTT,
CoAP, WebSocket,
HTTP/REST
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15 MSM

Device Man- Cloud
agement

16 SmartCityAware
17 MinT

Smart City

Cloud

Device Man- Edge
agement

18 -

Smart Build- Edge
ing
19 eVATAR+ Smart Home Edge
20 MSOAH- Smart Home Edge
IoT

21 22 RDS

Smart Envi- Cloud
ronment
Device Man- Edge
agement
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Interoperabil- MQTT,
ity,
Privacy, HTTP, CoAP,
Security
WebSocket,
DDS
Flexibility
HTTP/REST WiFi
Interoperability, MQTT,
Reliability
CoAP,
HTTP/REST
Interoperability Socket

WiFi, Bluetooth, BLE,
ZigBee
Wi-Fi, Ethernet
Interoperability HTTP/REST Interoperability HTTP/REST WiFi,
Bluetooth,
6LowPAN*,
ZigBee*
Flexibility
HTTP/REST, WiFi
AMQP
Interoperability, DDS
Scalability

Table 6: Summary of selected middleware
of the ubiquitous environment. The middleware uses the HTTP/REST protocol.
The Thinger.io was presented by Alvaro et al., 2019. The middleware provides a
cloud service to connect devices to the internet for data integration. The middleware is
exposed at work as open source, but in the repository, the source code is not available,
and only a few APIs for cloud access are available. The middleware states that it is
hardware-independent, however, it does not provide access by different hardware (LoRa,
for example). It uses the protocols HTTP/REST, MQTT and CoAP. The middleware is
validated in a meteorological application using WiFi and Arduino.
The MiddleBridge was presented by da Cruz et al., 2019. This is a gateway that
offers a solution to mediate communication between devices that do not understand
the same protocol. Understanding that all middleware must support other protocols, the
gateway serves as a bridge, transforming MQTT messages, CoAP, DDS, and WebSocket
for HTTP/REST and forwarding to applications.
Lilis and Kayal, 2018 presented a middleware without brokers to serve as an interface and to interconnect the digital and the physical for systems in smart buildings
using ZeroMQ distributed messaging library. It is oriented towards messages between
publish/subscribe with queues and service discovery. The nodes communicate in a
peer-to-peer manner over computer networks: Wi-Fi and Ethernet. The solution was
deployed on embedded hardware for validating the middleware functionalities and energy
assessment.
The DeXMS was presented by Bouloukakis et al., 2019. This is a middleware built to
serve as a bridge abstracting the communication between different protocols, which may
be a direct bridge from one protocol to another or using two mediators, to go from an
initial protocol to a final protocol, going through another protocol between them. It uses
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the communication protocols: MQTT, CoAP, HTTP/REST, and WebSocket. For this,
DeXMS creates a protocol, called: DeX, which encapsulates each mentioned protocol.
The M-Hub/CDDL was presented by Gomes et al., 2017. This middleware is for
managing context data (acquisition, processing, and distribution) abstracting the complexity of the context, and providing the appropriate service. It is divided into two main
layers: MHUB and CDDL, and uses the MQTT communication protocol. It is applied to
a case study involving the development of a mobile application for remote monitoring of
patients.
The eVATAR+ was presented by Dipsis and Stathis, 2020 and is a middleware
that seeks to incorporate AI resources into existing sensor-actuator networks or IoT
infrastructures making the offered settings services smarter. eVATAR+ uses Java server
technologies enhanced by mediator functionality providing interoperability and maintainability support. The solution is a monolithic architecture software that was divided into
three assignments: controller layer, business layer, and persistence layer. Currently offer
the HTTP / REST API as an application-layer protocol to communicate with devices that
offer this same communication interface. eVATAR+ was used in a smart home scenario
with Google Nest and Jade Agent.
The InterSCity was presented by Esposte et al., 2019 and is an open source middleware platform developed and maintained by the INCT/USP institution. The project was
developed to support the challenges related to the Smart Cities software infrastructure,
with a focus on High-Performance Networks and Distributed Computing, Software Engineering, Data Analysis, and mathematical modeling. The platform offers and makes
available all web-based services, such as service management, heterogeneous IoT resources and supports the discovery of city resources based on context data, to store and
process data and intermediate action commands. The middleware uses the HTTP/REST
and MQTT protocols.
The MinT was presented by Jeon and Jung, 2017. This is a distributed middleware
focused on the cooperative interaction of things that provides all the basic resources to
operate a distributed IoT device. It aims at energy efficiency and responding quickly to
requests, allowing an efficient interaction between IoT devices, taking into account power
consumption, network delays, and reliability. It uses the MQTT and CoAP protocols.
The MSM was presented by Benayache et al., 2019 and is a middleware inspired by
the architecture of Artificial Neural Networks and microservices, obtaining a dynamic
interaction between services and supporting some communication protocols: MQTT,
HTTP, CoAP, WebSocket, DDS. MSM was written in Python language programming.
The solution was compared with other middleware solutions in terms of different qualitative and quantitative metrics: intelligence, service registration, service discovery, and
latency.
The SWaMM was presented by Alvisi et al., 2019 and is an interoperable, wireless
middleware, based on the Edge Computing paradigm for preprocessing and gaining
efficiency in time. Its main focus is to interact with several types of smart water consumption meters, operating with some communication protocols. The platform uses the
HTTP/REST protocol in the API and MQTT between the gateway and the data manager.
The SEnviro Connect was presented by Trilles et al., 2020 and is an IoT cloud
platform to encompass the physical and cloud scope to managing IoT devices and
analyzing the data produced. The solution uses microservices architecture divided into
four parts: persistence, analytics, brokers, and API. The layers use some open source
services and private services. The platform used the RabbitMQ broker for communication
using MQTT. Furthermore, uses Micro Mu for analytics, InfluxDB for persistence,
Kapacitor for alerts, and Firebase for auth, storage, and messaging. SEnviro Connect
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was used in a smart farming application using IoT Devices called SEnviro Nodes.
Georgi et al., 2018 presented middleware in the form of a software library, capable
of communicating with a set of sensors in order to access any data. This middleware
is intended for use by third-party developers, healthcare applications, or providers to
retrieve patient data, allowing the user to ensure interoperability with a maximum number
of sensors applied to health with minimal effort. The middleware was developed for
Android to communicate with the devices using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth physical layers.
Merlino et al., 2019 presented a middleware platform extending the current functionality of the existing platforms OpenStack and Stack4Things, through which resource
containers at the Edge, Fog, and Cloud levels may be discovered, combined, and provisioned for end-users and applications to facilitating and orchestrating the download
processes. The middleware uses the HTTP/REST and AMQP communication protocols.
The solution was evaluated with a case study on an intelligent surveillance system.
Zhao et al., 2018 presented a service-oriented middleware using HTTP/REST, MQTT
and CoAP compatible with oneM2M. Variable and McSugar techniques were created
to use heterogeneous device resources and to perform uniform interactions between
applications. These techniques also provide the basis for cutting-edge IoT research, such
as semantic reasoning and Fog Computing. The middleware was designed to facilitate
the creation of new applications and tests.
The Cilia was presented by Lalanda et al., 2017 and was designed for smart factories.
The architecture is based on services. It provides dynamics and resource autonomy,
allowing great flexibility in runtime with minimal human intervention. It was applied in
a real case study that involved the supervision and maintenance of pumping stations.
The SmarCityAware was presented by Mohamed et al., 2017. This was a serviceoriented middleware platform designed specifically to use CoT and Fog Computing in
order to support the development and operation of smart city applications. The main
objective of SmartCityWare is to provide a virtual environment used to develop and
deploy smart city applications. SmartCityWare consists of a set of services and a multiagent runtime environment. The middleware uses the HTTT/REST protocol.
The RDS was presented by Shokrollahi and Shams, 2017 and is a middleware based
on an approach derived from service-oriented architecture, called Rich Services. RDS is
an approach that exploits DDS middleware to publish/subscribe, centralize data, function
in real-time, and loosely coupled communication between devices in order to enable a
scalable and dynamic integration of heterogeneous devices in IoT.
Xie et al., 2021 presented a multilayer IoT middleware for providing flexible IoT
device access. The proposed solution is based on an IoT knowledge graph, which aims
at reducing the heterogeneity among IoT devices. IoT knowledge graph consists of
three parts: an IoT base ontology; an IoT domain ontology; and, an IoT instance. The
middleware was divided into two middleware L1 and L2. The L1 IoT middleware only
stores the root node and the static attributes of a device while the dynamic data of the
device are stored in the L2 IoT middleware. Supports MQTT and HTTP as application
layer protocols for communication between L1 and L2 structures. Middleware was used
in remote monitoring of rural sewage treatment stations.
6.2

SQ1 - which architecture were used to build these middleware?

Two main architectures addressed in middleware have been identified. Table 7 presents
the architecture and what the middleware is targeting with this architecture. In addition,
each architecture is presented and discussed below.
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Architecture Middleware
Cloud-Based In.iot, CUPUS, InterSCity, MSM, Zhao et al., M-Hub/CDDL, Thinger.io,
SWaMM, Cilia, SmartCityAware, Merlino et al.
Edge-Based Xie et al., eVATAR+, SEnviro Connect, MiddleBrigde, DeXMS, Lilis
et al., Georgi et al., CoIoT, MinT, MSOAH-IoT, RDS
Table 7: Architectures addressed by middleware for IoT
6.2.1

Cloud-Based

Most of the middleware are based on the cloud, offering a Platform as a Service (PaaS) or
a Service as a Service (SaaS). These solutions have some common features in this regard.
Thus, the platforms offer mechanisms that cannot be offered on the devices due to the
restricted nature of the resources that are present in the IoT. These limitations prevent
offering complete services. Thus, the middleware addresses these difficulties by providing
service provisioning, unlimited storage capacity, remote resource management, service
discovery, data processing, and visualization. Cloud-based middleware primarily seeks
to offer interoperability, scalability, and flexibility. There are monolithic architectures,
SOA, and microservices architecture. A monolith middleware is still prevalent, possibly
due to the ease of building the first version. However, for managing thousands of devices
or for evolving forms of communication, this approach is not the best way.
6.2.2

Edge-Based

Edge-based middleware is strictly interested in interoperability between devices on the
IoT. Therefore, they seek to offer management and communication solutions between
devices as the minimum of the cloud. Thus, some of them seek only to carry out a
translation between communication protocols to achieve an interaction between the
devices. This approach facilitates the interoperability of devices. In addition, reliability
is enhanced by the fact that it is in local communication, thereby avoiding problems
related to data traffic with the cloud. Surely, some middleware are built for specific areas,
such as industry or smart homes, providing user interfaces and environment-specific
functionality. However, an architecture based on microservices could be a smart adoption
for general purpose middleware. Thus, a hybrid approach could be facilitated with this
type of architecture. Therefore, splitting the components between the edge and the cloud
is a promising way and research gap.
6.3

SQ2 - which requirements were met by these middleware?

Seven main requirements addressed in middleware were cited. All the requirements and
what the middleware are addressing for those requirements are displayed in Table 8. In
addition, each requirement is presented and discussed below.
6.3.1

Interoperability

This requirement is a characteristic that provides the connection, services, and an exchange of information with different devices on the Internet of Things using and making
available communication with various communication protocols. It should be noted
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Requirement
Interoperability

Middleware
In.iot, Xie et al., SEnviro Connect, eVATAR+, Thinger.io,
MSOAH-IoT, CoIoT, MiddleBrigde, DeXMS, M-Hub/CDDL,
InterSCity, MinT, MSM, SWaMM, Georgi et al., RDS
Flexibility
CUPUS, InterSCity, Merlino et al., Cilia, SmartCityAware
Scalability
In.iot, SEnviro Connect, InterSCity, RDS
Reliability
In.iot, SEnviro Connect, MinT, InterSCity, Georgi et al., Zhao et
al.
Connectivity
Thinger.io
Context Management CoIoT, M-Hub/CDDL
Security and Privacy MSM
Table 8: Requirements addressed by middleware for IoT
that almost all works sought to provide mechanisms to meet this requirement. Some
middleware used more than one communication protocol on the application layer and
also worked in different types on the network layer. However, it was not possible to
find, on the selected primary studies, a multiprotocol middleware in which the authors
describe how different devices using incompatible protocols can send, receive data, and
control actions between them.
6.3.2

Flexibility

This requirement is inserted as a way of creating mechanisms that make middleware
adaptable and extensible. It was introduced to address a problem related to the reuse
of middleware in different environments. Thus, flexibility was used in defining the
architecture to be used by these middleware in order to make the architectures adaptable.
It may be noted that middleware has an architecture that works in the cloud and provides
communication mechanisms with the infrastructure. Half of the middleware that mentions
flexibility were applied to problems related to smart cities.
6.3.3

Scalability

In the definition proposed by Abbott and Fisher, 2015 there were three types of scalability
as a scale cube: i) the scale of the X-axis that scales horizontally by distributing the total
load over a certain number of nodes; ii) the scale of the Y-axis refers to the breakdown
and distribution in services known as functional decomposition which is reflected in
service-oriented architectures and microservices; and iii) the Z-axis scale refers to data
partitioning, which is a way of distributing data amongst many nodes or blocks of
data to improve the performance. Thus, the middleware that uses this requirement is
directly related to the Y-axis. They seek to share their functionality, even when applying
middleware in different environments.
6.3.4

Reliability

The reliability of a system is related to the average time between failures. In addition,
this requirement also addresses the system’s ability to recover after a failure and the
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time it takes to perform that recovery [Bajpai and Gorthi, 2012]. Middleware that uses
this requirement seeks to justify using known, tested tools, libraries, and frameworks
to avoid failures. Georgi et al., 2018 reinforced the need for reliable data generated by
sensors in e-health environments. This concern is due to the risk of generating inaccurate
data thereby causing wrong decision making.
6.3.5

Connectivity

In IoT different types are connected by different physical networks. Connectivity is
related to this fact. Middleware must provide communication interfaces, together with
interoperability to be able to manage group devices in the ecosystem across different
networks (WiFi, Bluetooth, RFID, LoRa, ZigBee). Thus, some middleware cited and
employ other forms of connection with the middleware, in addition to WiFi.
6.3.6

Context Management

Context management is managing the set of information and inferring the current state of
an entity so as to make services available to users. Systems that use this information are
considered context-sensitive [Abowd et al., 1999]. Thus, context recognition enables the
storage of context information linked to the device data, allowing an easy, meaningful
interpretation [Perera et al., 2014].
6.3.7

Security and Privacy

Security is an important requirement in any system. This brings great responsibility
to an IoT middleware, in which it is in constant communication between devices and
applications, especially when the system uses sensitive data issued by military, health or
industrial domains. Thus, middleware needs to provide security mechanisms to prevent
possible attacks on devices and data. The MSM middleware [Benayache et al., 2019]
includes a security layer that monitors all other layers of the architecture. It was not
possible to identify security mechanisms in the others. Thus, we realize that there is still
a need for further work and a possibility of evolving so as to protect IoT middleware,
devices, and private information.
6.4

SQ3 - which communication protocols do these middleware support?

Six main communication protocols were used. All communication protocols and the
middleware that addresses these protocols are displayed in Table 9. The HTTP protocol
was used by almost all middleware with different abstractions: REST or Google Cloud
Messaging (GCM). In addition, the other communication protocol is presented and
discussed below.
– CoAP: is an application layer protocol made by IETF [Shelby et al., 2014] for use
with constrained nodes and constrained (low-power, lossy) networks. The protocol
is designed for machine-to-machine (M2M) applications such as smart energy and
building automation and UDP uses for transport. CoAP provides a request/response
interaction model between application endpoints, supports built-in discovery of
services and resources, and includes key concepts of the Web such as URIs and
Internet media types. CoAP is designed to interface easily with HTTP for integration
with the Web.
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Protocol
HTTP

Middleware
In.iot, Xie et al., SEnviro Connect, eVATAR+, CUPUS, Thinger.io,
MSOAH-IoT, CoIoT, MiddleBrigde, Lilis et al., DeXMS, InterSCity,
MinT, MSM, SWaMM, Merlino et al., Zhao et al., Cilia, SmartCityAware
CoAP
In.iot, MiddleBrigde, DeXMS, MinT, MSM, Zhao et al.
MQTT
In.iot, Xie et al., SEnviro Connect, Thinger.io, MiddleBrigde, DeXMS,
M-Hub/CDDL, MinT, MSM, SWaMM, Zhao et al.
AMQP
Merlino et al.
DDS
MiddleBrigde, MSM, RDS
WebSocket MiddleBrigde, DeXMS, MSM
Table 9: Communication protocols addressed by middleware for IoT
– MQTT: was created by Andy Stanford Clark of IBM and Arlen Nipper of Eurotech in
1999. The MQTT is a publish/subscribe model to provide improved communications
with flexibility. Thus, the publishing devices generate the data and send that data
to the broker. The broker forwards this data to interested entities. Subscribers may
access this data through the broker. In addition, MQTT is a lightweight messaging
protocol, designed for constrained devices and low-bandwidth, high-latency, or
unreliable networks. Thus, the protocol is suitable for machine-to-machine communication. MQTT is based on TCP/IP protocol.
– AMQP: was created by John O’Hara at JPMorgan Chase in 2003. AMQP is an application layer protocol with a peer-to-peer connection but widely used asynchronously
with a focus on exchanging messages between publisher and subscriber through
a broker [OASIS, 2021]. The publishers send the messages to the broker and the
broker organizes them in queues for distribution to their subscribers. It provides
three types of message delivery guarantees: delivery at most once, at least once,
and exactly once. For this, the protocol uses TCP to reliably exchange messages.
In addition, it uses authentication and/or encryption based on SASL and/or TLS.
Therefore, any tool that can create and interpret messages in accordance with the
AMQP data format can interoperate with any other compatible tool, regardless of
the implementation language.
– DDS: is a data-centric protocol built by the Object Management Group (OMG).
It integrates the components of the ecosystem. In addition, messages produced by
these entities are sent via topics to a global storage location managed by DDS.
Thus, it follows the published, subscribed pattern. Entities interested in the data may
subscribe to the topics to receive the data. DDS works with UDP and TCP at the
transport layer [OMG, 2021].

7

Conclusion

This work presents the state of the art of middleware for IoT, detailing the solutions published between the years 2016 to April/2021 in the main scientific dissemination vehicles.
Additionally, we present some identified research gaps. These data were collected by
performing a Systematic Literature Review whose research protocol was also detailed in
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this work. In relation to the identified IoT middleware, this work details their application
layer protocols, architectures, and covered requirements. We note that other details
related to IoT middleware such as applications or challenges were briefly commented
on in the related works section where we presented surveys previously carried out, but
which analyzed other aspects of IoT middleware. It is important to notice that our work is
the only SLR about middlewares for IoT which included and analyzed previous surveys.
By including previous related works, it becomes easier to visualize the evolution of the
area and what research gaps have been addressed over the years.
Given the above, we analyzed twenty-two articles on IoT middleware. Some middleware works in the cloud and some in the edge. The requirements for each middleware
were identified: interoperability, scalability, flexibility, context management, reliability,
security and privacy. Most middleware uses a monolith or service-oriented architecture
using HTTP as the communication protocol. A promising way is the use of a hybrid
microservices approach with lighter protocols such as CoAP or MQTT. Furthermore, the
method of validating some of the proposals was simulation. In some studies, however, it
was not possible to identify how these simulations were conducted.
In addition to these results, we identified some research gaps related to the main
requirements identified for IoT middleware as described below.
We observe that most works proposed to add interoperability to their solutions.
However, there was a reduced capacity for communication between devices. These works
have not added several application protocols for communication between middleware,
devices, and applications. Thus, the ability to interoperate is compromised. Another point
lacking in these proposals is in the physical layer since the works do not bring a range of
options for communication between different networks. Some works only mention that
they are using such networks, but it was not possible to identify any type of validation
using the technology in a real application.
We also noted a lack of security and privacy requirements in the analyzed IoT
middlewares. Only one paper addressed any concerns in this regard. Security and privacy
requirements were one of the most neglected elements. Existing approaches tend to
adapt security and privacy late. The question remains open with regard to the insertion
of security and privacy in all stages of the ecosystem during the development of IoT
middleware. Every approach presented strengths and weaknesses. No single approach
will address all IoT problems, thus, there is a need for a hybrid approach. The middleware
developed over the last five years has adopted the cloud as an integral part. Recent trends
are changing to use fog and edge computing for small processing and to respond to
latency-sensitive requests in the IoT.
Another requirement not addressed by any of the analyzed middleware is usability.
Thus, mechanisms that facilitate the use of an IoT middleware by people with little
knowledge about programming could be a good research topic or a possible requirement
to be addressed for the evolution of IoT middleware.
Finally, we emphasize that future works can use the protocol of this systematic
literature review in order to update the results and identify the evolution of the area over
time. We also consider it important that other researchers be inspired by this review, in
order to adapt their protocol to deepen the gaps observed in this work.
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